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GEOCHEMICAL AND ISOTOPIC STUDIES OF UNSATURATED ZONE
MOISTURE AND RECHARGE PROCESSES IN SEMI-ARID CONDITIONS

DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH

This programme has consisted mainly of research carried out in Sudan and

Senegal, as representative countries of the Sahel, into geochemical and

isotopic techniques for studying and quantifying recharge and recharge

history.

In many arid and semi-arid regions of the world it is not clear whether

sustainable replenishment of water resources is taking place at the, present

day and if so how much. Major groundwater schemes exploiting deep

aquifers are in progress worldwide, some of which may be inadvertently

exploiting fossil resources or other limited resources which are being

abstracted in excess of present day recharge. This exploitation is often at

the expense of shallow groundwater resources, developed by traditional

methods over long periods, in tune with the delicate natural water balance.

Long-term water resource planning in many developing countries, including

Sudan and Senegal, must come to terms with the finite nature of the

groundwater resource and take into account the rather small amount of

aquifer replenishment that may be taking place. It is in this context that

accurate recharge estimation and an understanding of recharge processes is

vitally needed.

The objectives of the current research especially those aspects for which

the IAEA contract was awarded may be summarised:

1. To develop and apply geochemical techniques for investigating

recharge processes and measuring recharge rates from rainfall to the

shallow groundwater system. This involves the sampling of water and

solutes in the unsaturated zone (0 to 30 m) and the measurement of

chloride and other solutes together with oxygen and hydrogen isotopes

contained in pore waters. These profiles may contain information on the

recharge rate and recharge history over several decades.



2. To investigate the use of Cl as a tool for understanding the

transfer of Cl from 'the atmosphere to groundwa,ter via the unsaturated •

zone.
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3. Miniaturisation "of techniques for 0, H measurement in unsaturated

zones.

4. Using isotopic techniques for calibration, to investigate the uptake and

release of atmospheric-derived solutes in the unsaturated zone using

interstitial waters extracted By immiscible liquid displacement. Investigation

of conservative behaviour of certain solutes that could be used in recharge

estimation. Extrapolation of these studies to investigate the origins of high

NO, in semi-arid zones and the application more generally to study of

diffuse pollution in shallow groundwater.

RESULTS OBTAINED

The comprehensive results of work carried out in Sudan are reported at

Annexe 1. In Annexe 2 the solute profiles techniques, developed in Cyprus

and applied in Sudan are described in detail, and conclusions reached as to

its applicability and limitations. These results were reported at the NATO

meeting on 'Estimation of Natural Groundwater Recharge1, at Antalya,

Turkey, in March 1987 and subsequently published in the NATO ASI series.

In Annexe 3, the results and significance, of the isotopic studies carried out

in Sudan are given. In this paper, presented in Vienna in April 1987 in the

'Isotope Techniques in Water Resource Development' meeting, the

conclusions of the research relevant to the Butana region as a whole are

given.

In this final report, therefore, information on additional results are given

which are not referred to in the reports or papers mentioned above, and

which relate mainly to objectives 2 and 3 above.

1. Chlorine-36 measurement

A joint study is underway with the Daresbury Laboratory, Warrington, to

investigate the possible application of the Tandem Accelerator Mass



Spectrometer (Nuclear Structure Facility) to the measurement of Chlorine-

36. Progress over the past two years has been slow,' due to competition for

time, on the NSF.

In the preliminary run it was shown that after passing 198 Mev Chlorine-35

ions through á stripper foil, over 20 per cent of them can- be produced in

the fully stripped state. Thus the problem of separation from the S

isobar is rendered much easier than on lower voltage tandems. Subsequent

work has investigated how stably and reproducibly the machine can operate

with the very weak Cl mass and then how clearly and unambiguously can

Cl + be separated from this beam and identified.

Initial results appeared highly promising and work was in progress at the

time of writing in preparing a reliable Cl standard from activated NiCl.

Ion source pills of 1:10 to 1:10 parts Cl are being prepared. The

mass spectrometer rather than the recoil separator were being used for the

initial stand and run to gain a good idea of the Tandem's performance.

This work is continuing on UK Science Budget funds for the present.

2. Isotope work in Senegal and Niger

As part of the programme to perform reproducible isotope analysis for 6"H
18and ultimately for 6 0, several profiles have been examined for moisture

extraction and/or analysis on samples from Senegal (ODA-funded BGS

programme) and Niger. The latter samples were taken from the ICRISAT

research site, Niamey and were collected on our behalf by the Institute of

Hydrology, Wallingford.

Techniques

Samples of sand from cored profiles .were treated in two ways - firstly by

the traditional vacuum distillation extraction method for lowmoisture

materials, and secondly by direct reduction of soil moisture to hydrogen

gas, a technique not hitherto attempted. The latter method is essentially

the same as that proposed by Coleman et al (1982) and successfully used

for materials with loosely bound water such as gypsum, anhydrite and

mirabilite (Bath et al 1987).



The results of duplicated direct • reductions on two soil profiles from

5enegal are shown in Figure 1. In general reproducibility is within ±2 % 6

H, which is acceptable for most interpretational purposes. The main

difficulty with the method . is getting very low moisture sands (0.5 - 2%

m.c.) to react properly with the zinc used for reduction, but this can be

overcome by careful calculation of the amount of sand required to furnish

the correct amount of water.

Three soil profiles from Senegal were analysed for 6 H both via distillation

and by direct reduction. The results are shown in Figures 2 and 3. While

the results are not in perfect agreement they are reasonably encouraging;

one explanation for discrepancies may be that the small aliquots collected

for direct reduction measurement were kept in storage for some time

before analysis. Possible moisture loss could explain the large differences

at the top of profiles NG and Louga 2, though in the latter case at* least,

the direct reduction profile looks more 'natural' than the distillation

profile.

Samples from three shallow holes drilled by auger in Niger were also

analysed by the direct reduction method. The three profiles were collected

from adjacent sites and give the results shown in Figure b. The consistency

of these results suggest that these data could be used with some

confidence as a basis for the estimation of evaporation: because the direct

reduction method is so rapid and requires only small samples, many such

profiles can now be processed without incurring large transport costs. The

only proviso is that samples must be analysed relatively soon after

collection to minimise the effects of moisture loss from small containers.

Unfortunately, no comparably rapid micro technique is yet available for 6
18

0 measurements, and when this isotope is required it is still necessary to

use distillation of larger samples.

Results

2 18
Rainfall collected in Senegal defined a <5 H - S 0 relationship similar to
the World Meteoric Line, ie

62H = 7.6* 6180 + 5.51 (n = 31, r2 = 0.91)
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Figure 3. Further comparison between direct reduction and distillation
techniques. Samples from Louga, Senegal.
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The dissimilarity of this line to .that of the nearest IAEA station at

Bamako, Mali (Figure 5) is no doubt related to the greater influence of the

Atlantic Ocean in Senegal.

The Senegal profiles SK, AN/NG and Louga 2 (Figures 2 and 3) are typical

of soil profiles from the less arid areas in that no excessively high

evaporation is seen near to the surface, at least according to the isotopic

evidence. After a few metres the profiles SK and AN/NG (Figure 2) reach

a composition more or less similar to groundwater, though there^ is still

some variation which seems to exceed analytical noise.

The Louga 2 profile (Figure 3), however, shows a much more variable

composition at depth; this seems to be a real effect because there is

generally good agreement between the analytical methods below 2 m depth.

This implies that variations in rainfall input are better preserved in Louga

2 than in the other profiles, presumably as a result of more favourable

local conditions.

The samples from Niger (Figure 4) were collected with a finer resolution

and show reasonable agreement between profiles. In particular a large

isotopic enrichment occurs just below the surface - this is attributed'to the

arid climate of Niger. Whether the samples below 1 metre are of the

same S H value as local groundwater is not known, and the cause of the

negative shift at 3 metres is not yet clear. More data on these profiles

are required before an attempt to estimate evaporation can be made. The

results from both projects need further interpretation once further data

becomes available.

OVERALL CONCLUSIONS

The financial support provided by the IAEA contract has enabled significant

advances to be made in scientific work relating to the application of

isotopic methods in arid zone hydrology. In addition it has enabled the

momentum to be sustained with new initiatives which could not always be

funded entirely within tightly run commissioned programmes.

The progress made on AMS measurement of Cl during the tenure of the

research contract has led from the stage of gaining support for a good idea
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to the strong possibility of using the powerful Daresbury facility for direct,

interference-free measurement of environmental samples.

Advances have also been made on the miniaturisation of techniques for 6 H

analysis of pore waters and in particular the direct measurement of this

isotope ratio on moist sands. Further improvements in this method lie

mainly in sampling procedures and/or analysis time rather than in the

laboratory or mass spectrometry. These new methods are being applied to

unsaturated zone moisture measurement and recharge studies in Senegal and

Niger.

The main support of the contract has been in work in Sudan where isotopic

techniques have proved essential in recharge studies, coupled with measure-

ment of the inorganic geochemistry. The overall conclusions of this

research may be summarised with reference to the cross section (Figure 6).

The main aquifer is the Nubian Sandstone which thickens northwards, over-

lying relatively impermeable crystalline rocks. Locally, as at Abu Delaig

clays or impure sandy deposits of alluvial or colluvial origin overlie the

Sandstone.

N RIVER NILE

Oirsct racharga
via land dun««

Seasonal racharga via wadi system

/ I ~*í NUBIAN ^ ^ I ^ - ^ S I ^ ^ ' J K - - " ' " ' ' - • » ' • • - • - • : • - • - • • - •
—i- • _ J _ ^ — — - rr m fii .illinium. -

Figure 6. Schematic cross section through the Butana region and Nile
Valley Sudan, showing l ikely sources of recharge.



The chemistry of water in the unsaturated zone at Abu Delaig is rather

saline (1000-4000 mg 1~ chloride), and a uniform (steady-state) composition

is established below 2 m. This suggests that there is a net downward

movement of water. Using the concentration of chloride in the rainfall

(between 6 - 1 0 mg 1" chloride) and knowing the average rainfall amount

it has been possible to calculate a recharge value for the direct recharge

to the aquifer via the interfluve areas. The calculated amount of recharge

ranges from 0.3 to 3.45 mm/annum with an average of around 1 mm. Thus

it is unlikely that the general land surface can provide a route for

significant recharge in these areas with around 200 mm annual rainfall,

except perhaps where sand dunes can provide more rapid infiltration. The

column of water stored in the unsaturated zone represents several hundred

years storage. In some areas it is possible that the profiles represent

discharge as well as recharge phenomena, with considerable areas enabling

groundwater to be lost by evaporation from deep water tables - (eg up to

20 m). This question is highlighted by the present study and requires

further research.

In contrast to the interfluve areas, the wadi bed acts as an important

route for recharge to the shallow aquifer and it is this water that provides

the replenishment upon which the local population has traditionally relied.

Isotopic tracers, in this case tritium ( H), in minute amounts, derived from

nuclear weapons testing in the 50s and 60s, provide evidence that very

recent water has moved laterally up to 1 km from the wadi bed. This

water is chemically very pure, and some of its chemical characteristics

indicate mixing with water in the unsaturated zone as the water table

fluctuates seasonally. The absence of any signficant recharge from the

surface implies an effective barrier against pollution, providing of course,

that the wells are properly constructed.

Groundwater from the deeper Nubian aquifer, north of Abu Delaig is quite

distinct from the recent recharge, both chemically and isotopically. Most

probably it was replenished during a wetter climatic period between 6000-

8000 years ago. There is so far no evidence that the present-day wadi

recharge is also replenishing the Nubian system. Thus, from a resources

viewpoint the deep groundwater is. being mined and cannot be viewed as a

secure source in the longer term.



It was found using chemical and isotopic tracers that the River Nile is

locally recharging the Nubian Sandstone via the river sediments. Thus the

deep groundwater resources in this are& are being sustained continuously

and river recharge induced by pumping is also likely to be filtered of

impurities on passing through the sediments. The recharge from the Nile

probably extends some 10 km on either side of the river, and then drains

naturally to the north in response to regional gradients.

The only renewable water resources in this region are therefore the

groundwater adjacent to the Nile valley and the much smaller resources to

be found within and close to the wadi systems. Any development or

conservation schemes must concentrate on these resources and not rely

upon any 7 regional estimates of groundwater recharge. A quantitative

appraisal of these resources will be made in conjunction with the results

from other aspects of the study.
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